
Million Chair - High Back
Product Code: MILEX430 Lead Time Guide: 2 - 4 weeks

OVERVIEW

Unveiling the pinnacle of executive comfort and style, the latest
Executive Meeting Chair � Million, upholstered in genuine
leather sets a new standard for opulence in the corporate world.
Your clients will feel like they are in luxury as they take their seat
on the genuine leather surface, creating an ambiance of
sophistication in their boardroom or executive office.

Indulge in the seamless fusion of aesthetics and functionality
with this executive meeting chair. The chair�s carefully crafted
design ensures a refined look that seamlessly integrates with
any executive setting, offering a touch of class to your
professional environment.

Designed with the discerning executive in mind, this chair
features a 4 position lock spring mechanism and adjustable
height. Whether you�re in a crucial strategy session or a
prolonged executive meeting, this chair caters to your comfort
needs without compromising on aesthetic finesse.

Quality assurance takes center stage with Million, as it boasts a
genuine leather finish that not only elevates its visual appeal but
also speaks volumes about durability and resilience. Backed by
a solid 5-year warranty, this chair ensures a long-lasting
investment in executive comfort.

The Million is also available in a mid back version.
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SPECIFICATIONS

140kg Recommended Weight Capacity

Chair Dimensions (mm)
O/A Height: 1300~
O/A Width: 620~
O/A Depth: 620~
Seat Width: 480~
Seat Depth: 460~
Seat Height: 460-560~
Back Width: 420~
Back Height: 735~

Weight: 16.5kg

FEATURES

Upholstered in genuine leather
Nylon Chairbody Inside
35�50 High Density New Foam
4 Position lock Mechanism
Radius 350mm Aluminium Base with PU Black Castors
BIFMA Certified
140kg Recommended Weight Capacity
5 Year Warranty

RELATED PRODUCTS

Million Chair - Med Back Meta Chair - Black Meta Chair - Tan
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Colour Disclaimer Colours may vary due to computer screen variations. Please always check actual samples for confirmation to be sure. Product Disclaimer Please note our specifications
and features are subject to change without notice. For our full T&C�s click HERE.



OPTIONS 1 / UPHOLSTERY

Available in upholstery to selection.

This product can be covered in the fabric, leather or vinyl of
your choice.
To make it easy for you, we have several standard ranges of
coverings you can select from, but you can also choose from
an almost unlimited range of fabric, leather or vinyl available
from the leading commercial textile and leather houses in
Australia.*

*subject to the material being suitable for covering.
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